
Example Agenda 
3 nights lodging, 2 ½ days at facility 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we need a brief stage setting on Tuesday morning to frame the visits and subsequent discussionConnie, why are we having an ed data presentation? Purpose?  Didn’t we just get an update?We probably need to talk about the race/income nexus and what the most appropriate.Huge gulf that is emerging among poor and non-poor.   Do the funds dedicated to poor students enough to meaningfully mitigate the profound effects of poverty.   Do we need to pay attention to economic diversity?  The gulf is widening on income scales.We cannot philosophically “resolve” the race/income issue, but we can explore what our collective understanding of that issue is and how it drives our work as a board (and our assumptions)Do we need to be thinking about things differently than we have?  Break the mold?   Do we need to be thinking about CTE?Focus on bob’s presentation, send out the panel video on robert putnam’s book.Connie – not sure we gain anything with facilitator.  Isabel has a dual role one way or the other, so she can manage that.Judy – agrees with connie.  Just assume not have oneKevin – unless isabel feels like she NEEDs this, I would recommend not.Maybe lay some groudn rules to allow isabel to facilitate??  She has an opportunity to influence the direction of it.Evening meeting – usually the day before board meetingsEducation community invited: SuperintendentsESD superintendentsPrincipalsTeachersEducation advocates



Wind River Middle School
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we need a brief stage setting on Tuesday morning to frame the visits and subsequent discussionConnie, why are we having an ed data presentation? Purpose?  Didn’t we just get an update?We probably need to talk about the race/income nexus and what the most appropriate.Huge gulf that is emerging among poor and non-poor.   Do the funds dedicated to poor students enough to meaningfully mitigate the profound effects of poverty.   Do we need to pay attention to economic diversity?  The gulf is widening on income scales.We cannot philosophically “resolve” the race/income issue, but we can explore what our collective understanding of that issue is and how it drives our work as a board (and our assumptions)Do we need to be thinking about things differently than we have?  Break the mold?   Do we need to be thinking about CTE?Focus on bob’s presentation, send out the panel video on robert putnam’s book.Connie – not sure we gain anything with facilitator.  Isabel has a dual role one way or the other, so she can manage that.Judy – agrees with connie.  Just assume not have oneKevin – unless isabel feels like she NEEDs this, I would recommend not.Maybe lay some groudn rules to allow isabel to facilitate??  She has an opportunity to influence the direction of it.Evening meeting – usually the day before board meetingsEducation community invited: SuperintendentsESD superintendentsPrincipalsTeachersEducation advocates



This year’s Nomination Lead: Bob Hughes

Positions Open:

Member At-Large
Currently filled by Peter Maier – Eligible to be Re-elected

Member At-Large
Currently Filled by Connie Fletcher - Not Eligible to be Re-elected 

Member At-Large in place of the Immediate Past Chair
Currently filled by Judy Jennings – Eligible to be Re-elected

Call for Nominations will be sent by Member Hughes. 

Deadline to Submit Nominations: August 25

Executive Committee Election
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- Facts & Figures Review for Retreat -
Intent to follow same format (w/ accompanying video)
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THE WASHINGTON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
A high-quality education system that prepares all students for college, career, and life. 

Prepared for the July 2016 board meeting 

Kristen Amundson 
Executive Director 
National Association of State Boards of Education 

From the NASBE website: 

The Hon. Kristen Amundson brings more than two decades of experience 
as a policymaker to NASBE. She represented the 44th District in the 
Virginia General Assembly from 1999 to 2009.  During that time, she was 
a member of Virginia’s P–16 Council and the Southern Regional 
Education Board (SREB). Before her election to the General Assembly, 
Amundson—a former teacher—served for nearly a decade on the Fairfax 
County, Va., School Board, including two years as its chairwoman. Most 
recently, she was the senior vice president for external affairs at 
Education Sector, an independent think tank.  She writes frequently on 

education issues and has been published in The Washington Post and the Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
among others. 

Topics she could share at the SBE September Meeting: 

• How the Role of SBE will Change or Could Change with ESSA Implementation
• Where SBE Should be Looking for the Future
• What Other States are Doing as a Result of ESSA
• Avoiding the Pitfalls, but Make Meaningful Advancements for Students
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THE WASHINGTON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
A high-quality education system that prepares all students for college, career, and life. 

 
 

 

2016 Board Retreat 
Three “Buckets” Theme 

ESSA Implementation 

Student Transitions System Transitions 

Stitching together secondary 
and post-secondary transitions 

for all students system-wide 
 

Relationship with the new state 
superintendent, McCleary, 
Legislative landscaping shift, 
possible governance proposals 
and the Board’s role in it all, etc. 
 

Long-term Goal-setting and 
Achievement Index Revisions 
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